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Figure 1. Spiking output of O-LM cell models with somatic or somatodendritic artificial synaptic inputs. (A) Schematic of the virtual protocol for somatic (top) and somatodendritic (bottom) synaptic inputs. Representative O-LM model morphology shown with soma and dendrites (black) and truncated axon (green). Excitatory and inhibitory inputs are shown with arrows. (B) Sample traces of somatic (top) and somatodendritic (bottom) synaptic inputs at 2.5 Hz. (C) Plot showing mean voltage (V_m) and standard deviation (STD) of V_m. (D) Statistical analysis comparing mean V_m across different conditions. (E) Comparison of spike rate across different conditions. (F) Comparison of n.s. and significance levels. (G) Power ratio analysis for somatic and somatodendritic inputs across modulation frequencies.
inhibitory Poisson process synaptic inputs shown in grey box; note that each synaptic input location has an independent excitatory and inhibitory Poisson process. Synaptic inputs are tuned to produce approximately 2.5 Hz output prior to input modulation. Only the inhibitory inputs are modulated (\(\sim\) symbol). See Materials and methods for full details. (B) Locations of synaptic inputs when distributed along soma and dendrites (SD inputs case; see Materials and methods) for both O-LM cell morphologies (cell 1, left; cell 2, right; dendrites in black; soma in blue with surrounding dashed black ellipse; truncated axon in grey; synaptic input locations in orange). The case with somatic inputs contains only one input location at the middle of the soma (not shown). (C) Example somatic voltage traces from a model with somatodendritic H (\(H_{SD}\), rank 109) showing spike trains with 8 Hz modulation for somatic inputs (S-I, top) and somatodendritic inputs (SD-I, bottom). Orange bars at bottom denote peak phase of modulation at 8 Hz (see Materials and methods). (D) Mean subthreshold \(V_m\) for models with somatic (\(H_S\)) vs. somatodendritic (\(H_{SD}\)) H distributions and somatic inputs (S-I) vs. somatodendritic (SD-I) inputs, all with no modulation (\(H_S\): no significant difference, \(n = 16\); \(H_{SD}\): ***\(p<0.001\), \(n = 16\); Wilcoxon rank sum test performed for both cases). (E) Fluctuations of subthreshold \(V_m\) of models with \(H_S\) vs. \(H_{SD}\) and S-I vs. SD-I, all with no modulation, as measured by the standard deviation of subthreshold \(V_m\) (\(H_S\): **\(p<0.01\), \(n = 16\), Wilcoxon rank sum test; \(H_{SD}\): ***\(p<0.001\), \(n = 16\), paired t-test). (F) Spike rates of models with \(H_S\) vs. \(H_{SD}\) and S-I vs. SD-I, all with no modulation, with no significant difference for both \(H_S\) and \(H_{SD}\) cases (n.s., \(n = 16\) each; paired t-test performed for both). (G) Power ratio, or ratio of power at modulation frequency to 0 Hz frequency, for models with \(H_S\) (somatic H, left) and \(H_{SD}\) (somatodendritic H, right), with S-I (blue) and SD-I (orange). Power ratios are significantly higher for all modulation frequencies for both \(H_S\) and \(H_{SD}\) models. Statistical tests used were two-way repeated measures ANOVA performed separately on the populations of \(H_S\) and \(H_{SD}\) models, between all modulation frequencies crossed with input location (\(H_S\): \(F_{11,159} = 13.55\), \(p<0.001\), \(n = 16\); \(H_{SD}\): \(F_{11,159} = 5.027\), \(p=0.017\), \(n = 16\); Huyn-Feldt correction reported for both tests). Boxplots denote median of power ratios at the circle; 25th and 75th percentiles are denoted by the extent of the thick coloured bars; full extent of data denoted by thin lines extending from the bars, with outliers shown as coloured open circles. Outliers are defined as points outside of \(q_1 \pm 2.7\sigma(q_3 - q_1)\), where \(q_1\) and \(q_3\) are the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively (see boxplot function in MATLAB). Stars denote level of significance from Tukey’s post-hoc tests, with \(p<0.05\) (*), \(p<0.01\) (**), and \(p<0.001\) (**). Multiple modulation frequencies sharing the same level of significance are connected with a horizontal bar above. When there are no stars at a particular modulation frequency, this denotes no statistical difference was found between the two populations. If no statistical difference was found across all frequencies, a horizontal bar across all x-axis values is placed with a label of ‘n.s.’ on top, meaning ‘not significant’. All subsequent boxplots in later figures share this design.
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Figure 1—figure supplement 1. Model spiking responses before and after optimizing passive properties and h-channel kinetics. (A) Curves for time constant of activation of $I_h$ before (‘Original’) and after optimization. One curve shown per model, with different colours for H distributions. (B) Sample Figure 1—figure supplement 1 continued on next page
output traces of one of each morphology and dendritic H distribution, using the time constant of activation of \( I_h \), specific membrane resistivity \( (R_m) \), and specific membrane capacitance \( (C_m) \) from the original database from Sekulić et al. (2014) (black) as well as optimized values for these parameters used in the current work (orange).
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Figure 1—figure supplement 2. Synaptic parameters for models. (A) Sample range of varied values for inhibitory and excitatory synaptic conductances (x-y-axes) for an example model with somatic H and morphology 1 (left) and somatodendritic H and morphology 2 (right), resulting in differences in firing rates (z-axis). Heat map corresponds to firing frequency (Hz). (B,C) Excitatory and inhibitory peak synaptic conductances used for each model under various conditions with either somatic (B) or somatodendritic (C) synaptic inputs. Lines connect models that share synaptic parameters under various conditions. All conditions with varying excitatory ‘Exc’ peak conductances share the same inhibitory peak conductance (‘Inh’). Somatic H ($H_S$) and somatodendritic H ($H_{SD}$) models shown separately for each synaptic input location case. Simulations with various conductances blocked are indicated as follows: ‘-H’ for H block; ‘-H -Kdrs’ for H and Kdrs block; ‘-H -KA’ for H and KA block. The peak excitatory conductances reported for all of these cases with blocked channels refer to the adjusted excitatory synaptic peak conductance to maintain approximately 2.5 Hz baseline firing; see Materials and methods.
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Figure 1—figure supplement 3. Patterning of synaptic inputs. Synaptic event times for Poisson trains of unmodulated (top) and modulated (bottom, 8 Hz) synaptic inputs for four locations in the case of somatodendritic inputs, for a sample model with somatodendritic H (model rank 26). Black - excitatory events; Orange - inhibitory events in unmodulated (top) and ‘peak’ of inhibition in modulated (bottom); Blue - inhibitory events during ‘trough’ of inhibition in modulated (bottom). Arrows (bottom) denote time of change from peak to trough periods, that is, the release from peak inhibition.
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Figure 2. Effects of dendritic H distribution and H block on recruitment of O-LM model spiking in response to modulated somatodendritic inhibitory input. (A) Somatic $V_m$ traces for example somatic H model ($H_S$, black) and...
Figure 2 continued

somatodendritic H model (HSD, blue) under various modulation conditions (top – no modulation; middle – 3 Hz modulation; bottom – 8 Hz modulation). With modulated inputs, orange bars at bottom denote phase of peak modulation at the specified frequency (see Materials and methods). Power spectrum density (PSD) plots shown to the right of each output trace. (B, C) Power ratios (left) and rotation numbers (right) under different modulation frequencies for models with somatic H (B) and somatodendritic H (C) in control and H blocked ('-H') conditions. Insets in rotation number plots show zoomed portion in the theta range (2–12 Hz). Statistical test used was repeated measures ANOVA for the populations of H$_S$ and H$_{SD}$ models between all modulation frequencies crossed with H block condition (power ratios H$_S$: $F_{(1,15)} = 2.23$, $p=0.013$, $n = 16$; H$_{SD}$: $F_{(1,15)} = 2.89$, $p=0.017$, $n = 16$; rotation numbers H$_S$: $F_{(1,15)} = 27.94$, $p<0.001$, $n = 16$; H$_{SD}$: $F_{(1,15)} = 10.35$, $p=0.006$, $n = 16$; Huynh-Feldt correction reported for all tests). Boxplot annotations as per Figure 1G legend.
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Figure 2—figure supplement 1. Effect of blocking H on sub- and suprathreshold measures. Somatic $V_m$ means (A), fluctuations, expressed as standard deviation (B), and firing rates (C) without modulation and in control, H block (‘-H, pre exc’), and adjusting for H block by increased excitatory peak conductance (‘-H’). (D) Somatic $V_m$ trace of a sample model in control (black) as well as H block with increased excitatory conductance (red). Statistical test throughout was 2-sample t-test, with $p<0.05$ (*), $p<0.001$ (**), and n.s. denoting not significant. n = 16 for each $H_S$ and $H_SD$ population. DOI: 10.7554/eLife.22962.010
Figure 2—figure supplement 2. Partitioning of spiking responses of O-LM models into high and low theta when using ‘H leak’ instead of H block (A, B) Power ratios (left) and rotation numbers (right) under different modulation frequencies for models with somatic H (A) and somatodendritic H (B) in control and H leak ('H leak') conditions. Insets in rotation number plots show zoomed portion in the theta range (2–12 Hz). Statistical test used was repeated measures ANOVA for the populations of \( H_S \) and \( H_{SD} \) models between all modulation frequencies crossed with H condition (power ratios \( H_S \): \( F_{(1,15)} = 2.19, p=0.01, n = 16; \) \( H_{SD} \): \( F_{(1,15)} = 3.87, p=0.001, n = 16; \) rotation numbers \( H_S \): \( F_{(1,15)} = 46.64, p<0.001, n = 16; \) \( H_{SD} \): \( F_{(1,15)} = 10.76, p=0.007, n = 16; \) Huynh-Feldt correction reported for all tests). Boxplot annotations as per Figure 1G legend.
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Figure 3. Firing precision and phase of models with modulated somatodendritic inputs. (A) Firing precision (vector strength) across models with somatic H (blue) and somatodendritic H (orange) in control (without H block), across all modulation frequencies ($F_{(1,15)} = 9.378, p<0.001, n = 16$; Huyn-Feldt correction). Boxplot annotations as per Figure 1G legend. (B) Vector strength across models with somatic H ($H_S$, left) and somatodendritic H ($H_{SD}$, right), in control (blue) and with H blocked (orange), across all modulation frequencies. Statistical test used was two-way repeated measures ANOVA for the populations of $H_S$ and $H_{SD}$ models between all modulation frequencies crossed with H block condition ($H_S$: $F_{(1,15)} = 1.682, p=0.13, n = 16$; $H_{SD}$: $F_{(1,15)} = 4.45, p=0.009, n = 16$; Huyn-Feldt correction reported for both tests). Boxplot annotations as per Figure 1G legend. (C) Firing phase histograms for models with somatic H (blue) and somatodendritic H (orange) for modulation frequencies of 3 Hz (left), 5 Hz (middle), and 8 Hz (right). (D) Overlay of $V_m$ traces of all spikes for a sample somatic H model (top row) and somatodendritic H model (bottom row), cut and aligned with respect to the time of release from inhibition at 3 Hz (left), 5 Hz (middle), and 8 Hz (right).
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Figure 4. Post-spike $V_m$ trajectories at 8 Hz modulation for models with Kdrs and KA blocked. Overlays of the post-spike $V_m$ trajectories plotted by aligning the post-spike $V_m$ at spike peaks, for 8 Hz modulation simulations. Traces end halfway to the next 8 Hz theta cycle (62.5 ms) and are averaged for each model. One set of traces is shown per model, with each model’s averaged post-spike $V_m$ trace given a different shade of grey to facilitate visualization. Cases shown are models with somatic H ($H_S$, top) and somatodendritic H ($H_{SD}$, bottom) in control (A), H and Kdrs blocked (B), and H and KA blocked (C). Arrow in (B) denotes where post-spike $V_m$ trajectories in the $H_{SD}$ model changes to resemble that of an $H_S$ model with H and Kdrs block (see main text). (D) The distribution of averaged $V_m$ values at the halfway point to the next theta cycle, i.e., the values shown at the end of each of the traces for the conditions shown, for the somatic H (top) and somatodendritic H (bottom) models. Statistical test used was 2-sample t-test with $p<0.001$ (***). n.s. denoting not significant. $n = 16$ for each $H_S$ and $H_{SD}$ population.
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Figure 4—figure supplement 1. Effect of blocking H as well as Kdrs and/or KA on sub- and suprathreshold measures. Models with control, H block (-H) and either Kdrs block (-H, -Kdrs) (A) or KA block (-H, -KA) (B) showing somatic $V_m$ means (left), fluctuations expressed as standard deviation (middle), and firing rates (right). Both models with somatic H ($H_s$) and somatodendritic H ($H_{SD}$) distributions are shown. Statistical test throughout was 2-sample t-test, with $p<0.05$ (*), $p<0.001$ (**), and n.s. denoting not significant. n = 16 for each population of models.
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Figure 5. Changes to spiking recruitment in models with block of H and Kdrs or KA. Power ratios (A) and rotation numbers (B) for somatodendritic H ($H_{SD}$) models with either H and Kdrs blocked (left), or H and KA blocked (right). Figure 5 continued on next page.
Figure 5 continued

Power ratios (C) and rotation numbers (D) for somatic H (H_s) models with either H and Kdrs blocked (left), or H and KA blocked (right). In all cases, the control condition is H blocked only, without additional Kdrs and KA block. The grey line depicts median values of corresponding cases without H block. Insets in rotation number plots in (B) and (D) show zoomed portion in the theta range (2–12 Hz). Statistical test used was repeated measures ANOVA for the relevant populations between all modulation frequencies crossed with H block condition ((A) -H -Kdrs: $F_{(1,15)} = 14.44$, $p<0.001$, $n = 12$; -H -KA: $F_{(1,15)} = 4.20$, $p<0.001$, $n = 8$; (B) -H -Kdrs: $F_{(1,15)} = 21.20$, $p=0.001$, $n = 12$; -H -KA: $F_{(1,15)} = 2.4768$, $p=0.1576$ (n.s.), $n = 8$; (C) -H -Kdrs: $F_{(1,15)} = 2.81$, $p=0.009$, $n = 16$; -H -KA: $F_{(1,15)} = 2.43$, $p=0.03$, $n = 16$; (D) -H -Kdrs: $F_{(1,15)} = 0.33$, $p=0.59$, $n = 16$; -H -KA: $F_{(1,15)} = 6.51$, $p=0.02$, $n = 16$; Huynh-Feldt correction reported for all tests). Boxplot annotations as per Figure 1G legend.
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Figure 6. Changes to firing precision and phase in somatodendritic H models with block of H and Kdrs or KA. (A) Firing precision (vector strength) across somatodendritic H (H_{SD}) models, with H and Kdrs blocked (blue) and with H and KA blocked (orange) across all modulation frequencies ($F_{(1,15)} = 16.00, p<0.001, n = 8$; Huyn-Feldt correction). Boxplot annotations as per Figure 1G. (B) Vector strength across H_{SD} models with only H blocked (blue, -H) and with H and Kdrs blocked (left, orange, -H -Kdrs) and H and KA blocked (right, orange, -H -KA), across all modulation frequencies. The grey line depicts median values of corresponding cases without H block (control). Statistical test used was two-way repeated measures ANOVA test for the population of -H -Kdrs and -H -KA models between all modulation frequencies crossed with H and Kdrs/KA blocked condition (-H -Kdrs: $F_{(1,15)} = 18.739, p<0.001, n = 12$; -H -KA: $F_{(1,15)} = 2.83, p=0.01, n = 8$; Huyn-Feldt correction reported for both tests). Boxplot annotations as per Figure 1G. (C) Firing phase histograms for H_{SD} models with H and Kdrs blocked (blue) and H and KA blocked (orange) for modulation frequencies of 3 Hz (left), 5 Hz (middle), and 8 Hz (right). In all cases, the control condition is H blocked only, without additional Kdrs and KA block. (D) Overlay of $V_m$ traces of all spikes for an example H_{SD} model with H and Kdrs blocked (top row) and H and KA blocked (bottom row), cut and aligned with respect to the time of release from inhibition at 3 Hz (left), 5 Hz (middle), and 8 Hz (right).
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Figure 6—figure supplement 1. Changes to firing precision in somatic H models with block of H and Kdrs or KA. Vector strength across somatic H models with only H blocked (blue, -H) and with H and Kdrs blocked (left, orange, -H -Kdrs) and H and KA blocked (right, orange, -H -KA), across all modulation frequencies (n.s. denotes not significant, n = 16 in both -H -Kdrs and -H -KA populations). The grey line depicts median values of corresponding cases without H block (control).
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Figure 7. Effects on spiking resonance of simulating cAMP modulation of H channels. (A, B) Power ratios (left) and rotation numbers (right) under different modulation frequencies for somatic H models (B, H$_S$) and somatodendritic H models (H$_S$, H$_{SD}$) and somatodendritic H models (H$_{SD}$).
Figure 7 continued

H models (C, HSD) in control and cAMP (+cAMP) conditions. Insets in rotation number plots show zoomed portion in the theta range (2–12 Hz). Statistical test used was repeated measures ANOVA for the populations of HS and HSD models between all modulation frequencies crossed with cAMP condition (power ratios HS: F(1,15) = 18.66, p<0.001, n = 16; HSD: F(1,15) = 5.16, p=0.003, n = 16; rotation numbers HS: F(1,15) = 79.23, p<0.001, n = 16; HSD: F(1,15) = 59.52, p<0.001, n = 16; Huyn-Feldt correction reported for all tests). Boxplot annotations as per Figure 1G legend. (C) Somatic Vm traces for an example model in control (black) and cAMP (blue) under various modulation conditions (top – no modulation; middle – 3 Hz modulation; bottom – 8 Hz modulation). With modulated inputs, orange bars at bottom denote phase of peak modulation at the specified frequency (see Materials and methods). Power spectrum density (PSD) plots shown to the right of each set of output traces. DOI: 10.7554/eLife.22962.018
Figure 8. Firing precision and phase of models with cAMP modulation of H channels. (A) Vector strength across models with somatic H (H\textsubscript{S}, left) and somatodendritic H (H\textsubscript{SD}, right), in control (blue) and with cAMP (orange) conditions, across all modulation frequencies. Statistical test used was two-way repeated measures ANOVA test for the populations of H\textsubscript{S} and H\textsubscript{SD} models between all modulation frequencies crossed with H blocked condition (H\textsubscript{S}: F\textsubscript{1,15} = 4.20, p=0.003, n = 16; H\textsubscript{SD}: F\textsubscript{1,15} = 6.38, p<0.001, n = 16; Huynh-Feldt correction reported for both tests). Boxplot annotations as per Figure 1G legend. (B) Firing phase histograms for models under cAMP condition with somatic H (top) and somatodendritic H (bottom), for control (blue) and cAMP (orange) conditions, and modulation frequencies of 3 Hz (left), 8 Hz (middle), and 10 Hz (right). (C) Overlay of V\textsubscript{m} traces of all spikes for Figure 8 continued on next page
Figure 8 continued

an example somatic H model with cAMP (top row) and somatodendritic H model with cAMP (bottom row), cut and aligned with respect to time of release from inhibition at 3 Hz (left), 8 Hz (middle), and 10 Hz (right).
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